Using **More** and **Most** with Adjectives

Some adjectives compare by adding the words more and most.

Use the word **more** with adjectives that compare two things.
Use the word **most** with adjectives that compare three or more things.

Choose the correct words in parenthesis to complete each sentence. Write the words on the line.

1. This is the __________________________ chicken I've ever eaten.  
   (more delicious, most delicious)

2. Football is the __________________________ sport of all.  
   (more exciting, most exciting)

3. The weather is __________________________ today than yesterday.  
   (more beautiful, most beautiful)

4. Penny is __________________________ than her sister.  
   (more excited, most excited)

5. That's the __________________________ spelling word we have been assigned this week.  
   (more difficult, most difficult)

6. Basketball is a __________________________ sport than fishing.  
   (more physical, most physical)

7. Winter is the __________________________ season of all.  
   (more wonderful, most wonderful)

8. Bobby is a __________________________ child than Jimmy.  
   (more well-behaved, most well-behaved)
Some adjectives compare by adding the words more and most.

Use the word **more** with adjectives that compare two things.
Use the word **most** with adjectives that compare three or more things.

Choose the correct words in parenthesis to complete each sentence. Write the words on the line.

1. This is the **most delicious** chicken I've ever eaten.
   (more delicious, most delicious)

2. Football is the **most exciting** sport of all.
   (more exciting, most exciting)
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4. (more excited, most excited)

5. That's the **most difficult** spelling word we have been assigned this week. (more difficult, most difficult)

6. Basketball is a **more physical** sport than fishing.
   (more physical, most physical)

7. Winter is the **most wonderful** season of all.
   (more wonderful, most wonderful)

8. Bobby is a **more well-behaved** child than Jimmy.
   (more well-behaved, most well-behaved)